6 Steps To A Great Experience

1. Measure wall area and cut to desired length (box blade knife works best)

2. Secure one end and pull tight (ensuring no wrinkles) using a lath stretcher (simple stretcher made with a 2x4 and nails)

3. Nail every 6” vertically into studs (through foam strips). (If you have any loose areas, you may use a slap stapler to secure these areas)

4. Prepare type S or N mortar to Proper Consistency

5. Spread Mortar Correctly Onto SpiderLath ¼” behind lath, ¼” on top of lath (be sure to press mortar firmly through lath openings)

6. When mortar is thumbprint hard, scratch with scarifier or 1/8” notched trowel.

Note: for best results allow scratch coat to set up for 24 hours.